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APPARITION OF THE VIRGIN MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED IN THE MARIAN
CENTER OF AURORA, PAYSANDU, URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

Today I find a world that suffers from indifference and lack of love, for forgetting to place its gaze
upon God and in His entire Universe.

However, in spite of it being difficult times, My children, it is a time of miracles, in which God
tries, in all possible ways, to be present in the hearts of His children and in all those who want to
follow Him, by means of His Plan and of His divine manifestation, by means of His Word and of
His Message.

But this is also the time of miracles in souls, in the hearts that want to redeem and surrender to God,
completely entrusting their lives in the Hands of the Father, knowing that there is nothing else to do
in this world but only be in God and within His Purpose in order to be, at least, a spark of His Light
and of His Presence in the world, in this time when darkness embraces the planet, just as I said to
you, My children, from indifference and from lack of love.

But the work of Christ is built in the silent hearts, in those souls that serve Him in a permanent and
untiring way, that do not time nor schedule the hour to say "yes" to Him, and that are available to
live the experience of His Christic Love, of this Love that renews them, of this Love that
strengthens them and completely fills them.

These consciousnesses, these hearts, these souls, arrive in this time to serve God, and He Himself is
summoning them, attracting them towards His Divine Light, toward His Purpose, toward His Truth.

Therefore, it corresponds to those who have awakened, My children, to support the awakening of
souls that God is summoning so that, through the Path of the Father, these consciousnesses may
concretize the Plan of God upon Earth and also learn to manifest the truth, the truth that is born of
the heart that surrenders to God and no longer has limits, that has no conditions nor rules.

Just as yesterday, My children, when I dedicated My time and My words to My dear children of
Africa, today, as a time of preparation for what will happen during the coming days, I dedicate this
Message to the youngest, to those who are awakening, to those who have felt within, somehow, the
call of God, which is an inner and profound call that takes place between the consciousness and the
Eternal Father.

All conditions, My children, that may foster the awakening of the youngest, will also help to build
the Plan of Christ on the surface of the Earth.

Therefore, it now corresponds to the more adult, the more experienced, to those who have lived the
path of instruction for so many years, to be the base, to be the sacred soil, to be the fundamental
support for the youngest to be able to develop and awaken, and thus show their virtues and talents to
My Beloved Son; virtues and talents that are kept for this time, for this final moment, for this great
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planetary service which all are summoned to live, beyond being young or not.

However, this is the time, My children, to open the doors of the heart, especially to welcome and
receive those who arrive, just as you, My children, the most experienced, the ones who have walked
through instruction and who have been received by the Hierarchy.

The same teachings will not be lived, nor the same patterns of behavior, but the instruction of the
Hierarchy, the impulses of Light and of the Divinity will be kept present. This will help to build the
times and to renew them.

You must open your consciousnesses to receive those who arrive, so that those who arrive may have
a place where they can show their virtues and everything they learned in other times, which is
something quite unknown to all.

As I have asked you, My children, you must follow the rules of group co-existence within a
community. But to live these rules, you must  open within even more for the time that is arriving,
which is a time of changes, a time of opportunities, a time of opening for the youngest.

Thus, you will build what My Son needs and He will entrust His Plans even more so that they can
be concretized and manifested in humanity, and especially in the places where Christ wants to act
on the planet by means of His servers and collaborators, by means of those who arrive in this cycle
through awakening.

I am the Mother of all youth and the Lady of those who awaken.

Just as many humanities have existed, a new humanity will exist that will have the impulse of youth
to sustain this planet, to protect the Kingdoms of Nature, to support the ones who suffer most, to
help those who despair, to serve those who have nothing.

Therefore, the more experienced must open their hearts and quiet their minds. You must follow the
lead of the Divine Hierarchy in all that it is building for this new cycle, because what took place in
the past is what is today allowing for the miracles to happen in the life of those who just have
arrived.

The Hierarchy finds various paths in order to reach the hearts, those who awaken, those who self-
summon to serve the Plan of Love in humanity.

They will come with different experiences. They will come with a different past. They will come
with a different path that was traced by the life of the youngest. But at some point on the spiritual
path, everything will unite, everything will transform, and all will enter the Light of the Hierarchy.

The Spiritual Hierarchy grants the spaces of the Light-Communities for this to happen, for this Will
of God to be fulfilled, knowing that the youth of this time is most at risk in this planetary cycle, it is
the most exposed to the adversities and to conflicts, to the loss of essence with God.

Just as I thank you, My children, I give My Thanks to all those more experienced and adult on the
spiritual path.

Today the Mother of the Most High, the Mother of the youngest and the Lady of those who awaken
is called by Her beloved Son to welcome and receive this summoning that comes directly from God,
which, for this planetary cycle, will be fundamental in the construction of the bases of the new time,
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of the new Work, of the new Purpose.

Just as seasons change, so does time, events and cycles. Nothing is static for the consciousness of
the Universe and for the Hierarchy. The patterns change, the attitudes transform and sublimate so
that each consciousness of this local Universe may reach the Purpose of God and may renew, may
renew time and again.

I leave you this aspiration. I deliver to you this request: make of the communities islands of
renovation, be welcoming and receptive to those who arrive, supporting those who are awakening
and be hope for those who seek God and do not find Him.

Thus, My children, the more experienced and adult on the spiritual path will rejoice My Heart,
because I will be able to see, as your Mother, that you can understand Me and are following Me.

Otherwise, My Son will have difficulties returning to the world, because He will come for all and to
all, not only for those who have followed Him for a long time. He will come for those who still do
not follow Him nor listen to Him. He will come for those who, overnight, will transform their life of
perdition into lives of consecration.

The signs will show the events and you must be attentive to these signs in order not to lose them,
because the Plan of God is not only carried out through works but also through the conversion of
hearts and the testimonies of the lives of men and women of the Earth.

Take this impulse and this request into your hearts and make it a part of you. In this way, your
structures will break and what is old will transform, because you will live the new time just as you
lived it while you awakened for the first time. And you will feel the impulse of the Hierarchy as you
felt it when you were called the more adult and experienced on the spiritual path.

Thus, you will be able to understand the youngest, you will be able to support the youngest, because
together with My Son, they are the ones who will bring an impulse to the change of consciousness
of humanity, although it may not seem so.

In this way, many will not be left behind, will not lose the path nor the steps of the Hierarchy
because, in absolute and unconditional adherence to the Plan, they will be attentive to receive the
signs and be part of the new commandments of the Brotherhood.

Today, My children, I reveal to you and deliver to you this request, because as the Mother of the
youngest and Lady of those who awaken, I had to wait for this moment to be able to say this.

Everything is perfect in the Universe of God, just as within you. Everything has its time and
moment.

Now that you have grown in the impulse of expansion of the Work, what is most important, My
children, is that you may grow internally in the expansion of love for the Purpose.

From here, in the Heart that emanates the Fire of Aurora, I unite as Mother and Consciousness to
the youngest and to the ones that awaken, knowing that, for the Mother of God, the offering of the
next Youth Festival for Peace, to be held in Salvador, will be the continuity of the awakening of
new flocks, of souls that will self-summon to be before My Son, the Christ.
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In unity and love, I thank you for accompanying and serving Me, so that Peace may be established
in humanity.

 

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.


